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He feeds into ChatGPT the following statement:
you are a job search expert and career coach. Use the following statement to identify 5 strengths of the person being 
defined. Make them sentences. Entrepreneur, career and professional development author, speaker & expert on the use 
of technology, Meta, AI. Passionate about emerging NIL industry supporting student-athlete career success!
ChatGPT responds:
ChatGPT
1. With a proven track record as an entrepreneur, this individual demonstrates a keen ability to identify opportunities,
take calculated risks, and drive successful ventures, showcasing a strong entrepreneurial spirit.
2. As a career and professional development author, they possess exceptional communication skills, translating
complex concepts into accessible and insightful content, empowering others to navigate their career paths effectively.
3. Recognized as a compelling speaker, this individual excels in presenting ideas and insights, engaging diverse
audiences, and fostering an environment of learning and growth in the realms of technology, Meta, and AI.
4. Their expertise in the use of technology, Meta, and AI underscores a profound understanding of the rapidly
evolving digital landscape, positioning them as a thought leader and go-to resource in these dynamic fields.
5. By channeling a deep passion into supporting student-athlete career success within the emerging NIL (Name,
Image, Likeness) industry, this individual showcases a commitment to empowering others and making a positive
impact, particularly in the unique intersection of sports and professional development.

Don tells it to:
Great, make the sentences shorter, no more than 6 words and call the person Don
ChatGPT responds: thank you his team here what's wrong in these who is it oh yeah I got hers yet you don't need to 
worry that you okay yeah okay what are the are these line or laid to be yet distributed everybody to a mere and to and 
give it to all of riches people to okay and
ChatGPT
1. Don excels in entrepreneurship and risk-taking.
2. Don communicates career insights effectively.
3. Don engages audiences as a speaker.
4. Don is a tech and AI expert.
5. Don passionately supports student-athletes' success.

You
go back to the first example and make the language more hip 
ChatGPT
ChatGPT
1. Rocking the entrepreneurial scene, Don identifies opportunities, takes calculated risks, and slays successful
ventures with a killer entrepreneurial spirit.
2. As a career and professional development wordsmith, Don crafts killer content that turns complex concepts into
easily digestible wisdom, helping others navigate their career journey with style.
3. Hitting the stage with mad skills, Don captivates audiences, dropping knowledge bombs on the intersection of tech,
Meta, and AI.
4. Don is a tech and AI guru, navigating the digital jungle with finesse, and standing out as a thought leader in the
game.
5. Passionate about leveling up student-athletes in the booming NIL industry, Don's commitment is a slam dunk for
success in the dynamic world of sports and professional development.
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